Introduction

This manual was compiled to not only enable you to custom quote Bausman
furniture, but also give you an understanding of the extent of what we are able to
do.
As with the previous manual, not all custom quotes will be able to be quoted from
this manual and you will need to fax those into the factory.
Capabilities:
We will customize sizes and interchange details and options from other items
found in our standard lines. We will not reproduce items from other
manufacturers except in concept, for example. You may like the layout of
someone else's entertainment center. If you fax us a picture we may say that we
can do the same layout using the design of one of our standard items.
When preparing a custom quote, follow these guide lines.
1,

2,
3,
4,
5,

6,

It is always important to find an item from our catalog to use as a starting
point. This will tell us which moldings, rails, panels, tops, and edge details
to use.
Check the price list to come up with the closest size to use as a starting
point.
Check the catalog to see if there is another style that may have the feature
you are looking for.
Go to the index of this manual and look to see if we have a section on
what it is you are trying to achieve.
If possible, manually quote out what it is you want. Be sure to include your
workings on your purchase order. As before, we reserve the right to
decline any misquoted order at any time.
If you are unable to quote from the manual then fax it in to the factory and
wait the 24 hours for your response. If the quote becomes an order, be
sure to include the quote number on your purchase order.

SECTION 1 - Dining Tables
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Aprons
We frequently receive requests to raise the height of a dining table to allow the arm
chairs slide under the apron. This normally is not a reasonable request as a typical arm
height is approximately 25". In order for this to happen the table would need to be
somewhere around 33" high and this is just too high to eat at. One solution to this
problem is to increase the overhang on the end of the table so that the arm will slide
under the top when no one is sitting at the table and will slide far enough in before it hits
the apron. However, this should not be done at the expense of losing the width between
the legs on the length or you will lose a place setting. Another alternative is to switch to a
pedestal table. The advantage being the apron may be removed completely, whereas on
a table with legs the apron is an essential element to provide strength. In some
instances we can reduce the apron height slightly. On tables without stretchers this does
dramatically reduce the strength of the table.

Apron Styles

Provence Series

4200 Series

4500 Series

4700 Series

6000 & 7000 Series

9000 & 9200 Series

Interchanging aprons
Should you wish to interchange an apron style from one series to another add 10% List
Reducing apron height
Contact factory to determine feasibility on tables with legs.
If factory agrees that reduction is feasible. Add 10%
On pedestal and trestle tables add 5%
Deleting aprons
This is only an option on pedestal and trestle tables without leaves. Add 5%
Adding aprons
This is only an option on pedestal tables. Add 10%

Legs

Leg Styles

Square

Tapered

Turned

4200

4500

4600

4700

7000

9000

9200

Any of our leg styles can be interchanged. However, the leg style will normally determine
your starting point when customizing a table.

Changing Leg styles
To change a leg style from one series to another. Add 10%
Changing Leg height
To either raise or lower the leg height of a dining table. Add 10%
Changing leg thickness
If you wish to change the thickness of a leg. Add 10%

Stretchers

Stretcher Styles

Box Stretcher

Y Stretcher

H Stretcher

X Stretcher
Desk Stretcher

Deleting stretchers
To delete a stretcher. Add 5%
Adding stretchers
We can only add a stretcher if the leg is either square or has a square block at the
bottom.
For a wood stretcher. Add 10%
For an iron stretcher. Add 15%
Changing stretcher styles
To change a stretcher style. I.e. 'X' to 'H'. Add 5%

Racetrack Oval & Elliptical Table Tops

Round Table Tops

Solid Plank

Solid Plank

Mitered Plank

Mitered Plank

Parquet

Parquet

Herringbone

Miscellaneous Table Tops

Mitered Plank (Item #4611)

Inlaid Pegged (Item # 3044)

Herringbone

Inlaid Plank (7000 Series)

Mitered Plank (4500 Series)

Interchanging top styles
In many cases dining tables are offered with more than one top option. (Check the price
list for options)
To change from solid plank top to mitered plank or Inlaid plank top add 15%
To change from solid plank to Parquet top add 20%
To change from solid plank to herringbone top add 25%
To change from Mitered plank or Inlaid plank top to Parquet top add 15%
To change from Parquet top to Herringbone top add 20%
To change from mitered plank or inlaid plank to Solid plank top add 10%
Important note: These percentages apply to the extension prices if extensions are
required.
Edge details
Some series use more than one style of edge detail and one edge detail may be used in
more than one series. If you wish to change the edge detail from another series it is
important to specify which item number it is that you wish to use the edge detail from.
To change an edge detail add 5% List

6000 Edge detail

9200 Edge detail

4200 Edge detail

3400 Edge detail

Smooth Tops (No Grooves)
To eliminate the grooves on a table top add 10%
Important note: All percentages in this section need to be added to the extension prices
if you require extensions

Rectangular Dining tables

Important considerations when customizing
Careful consideration needs to be made
when customizing the length of a dining
table. The reason being is that thought has
been given to the standard sizes we offer.
The distance between the legs is what
determines how many chairs can fit at the
table. You will notice that a 6010 trestle
table is offered at 60", 72", 84", 96" & 120".
The 6077 pedestal trestle table is offered
at 76", 88", 108" & 124". The reason for
the different sizes offered are because we have designed both tables to seat 2, 3, & 4
people on each side, based on a 19" side chair and we have provided adequate
overhang to sit at the ends. (The 60" 6010 will only seat one person on each side) The
distances between legs change when different types of leaves are used, as does the
apron height in some instances. Therefore this needs to be considered when
customizing the length and width of dining tables. A detailed drawing of most of our
standard sized dining tables is available from the factory. Be sure you ask for the exact
drawing showing the leaves and leg style if you intend to use them.
Changing length
Changing length up until the largest length offered.
To change the length of a rectangular dining table (either larger or smaller than the
standard lengths offered) add 15% to the closest standard length. If the size you require
falls exactly between two standard sizes, add 15% to the larger size.
Changing length beyond largest length offered.
Important note: It may be necessary for us to join two pieces of wood for the rails and
add a center cross band to achieve the necessary length. In some cases we will need to
build the top in two pieces. (See diagrams below)
Up to 12" above largest standard length add 20%
Between 13" to 24" above largest standard length add 30%
Between 25" to 36" above largest standard length add 40%
Between 37" to 48" above largest standard length add 50%
Between 49" to 60" above largest standard length add 60%
Spliced Side Rail

Locating Dowels

Changing depth
Changing depth up until largest depth offered.
To change the depth of a rectangular dining table (either larger or smaller than the
standard depths offered) add 10% to the closest standard depth. If the size you require
falls exactly between two standard sizes, add 10% to the larger size.
Changing depth beyond largest depth offered.
Up to 6" above largest standard depth add 15%
Between 7" to 12" above largest standard depth add 20%
Between 13" to 18" above largest standard depth add 25%
Between 19" to 24" above largest standard depth add 30%
Changing length and depth
Use the percentage from the "Changing length" chart, then add 5% for the depth
change.

Square Dining tables ( Game tables)

Square dining tables are very simple to customize.
A detailed drawing is available from factory
showing apron height and leg placement. When
requesting a drawing, specify which leg style you
plan to use as this will affect the distance between
legs.

Changing size of a square dining table
Changing size up until the largest size offered.
To change the size of a square dining table (either larger or smaller than the standard
sizes offered) add 15% to the closest standard size. If the size you require falls exactly
between two standard sizes, add 15% to the larger size.
Changing sizes beyond largest size offered.
Up to 12" above largest standard size add 20%
Between 13" to 24" above largest standard length add 30%
Between 25" to 36" above largest standard length add 40%

Oval Dining tables
Important considerations when customizing
We offer three types of oval dining tables. The elliptical oval, racetrack oval and drop
leaf. (See section on Drop leaf dining tables)
Elliptical oval

Racetrack oval.

The elliptical oval is only available with a solid plank top; therefore we do not offer any
extensions. The racetrack oval can be ordered in a solid plank top, however when
ordered that way it also cannot have extensions. When ordered in a mitered plank or
parquet top, center extension(s) are available. A center cross band will be added
through the middle of the table.
The elliptical oval top needs to be 84" x 48" in order to sit six people. This is because of
the leg placement. If you reduce the size it will only accommodate four place settings.
The racetrack oval is more practical for seating and also offers the center extension(s)
option.
Detailed drawings are available from the factory showing leg placements. When
requesting drawings be sure to specify which leg you will be using as different leg styles
have different thickness' and therefore the distance between legs may change.

Size
54" x 42"
54" x 42" With one 24" center extension
54" x 42" With two 24" center extension
78" x 42"
78" x 42" With one 24" center extension
78" x 42" With two 24" center extension

Number of seatings
4
6
8
6
8
10

Changing length on an oval dining table
Changing length up until the largest length offered.
To change the length of an oval dining table (either larger or smaller than the standard
lengths offered) add 15% to the closest standard length. If the size you require falls
exactly between two standard sizes, add 15% to the larger size.

Changing length beyond largest length offered.
Important note: It may be necessary for us to join two pieces of wood for the rails and
add a center cross band to achieve the necessary length. In some cases we will need to
build the top in two pieces. (See diagrams under rectangular dining tables)
Up to 12" above largest standard length add 20%
Between 13" to 24" above largest standard length add 30%
Between 25" to 36" above largest standard length add 40%
Between 37" to 48" above largest standard length add 50%
Between 49" to 60" above largest standard length add 60%
Changing depth on an oval dining table
Changing depth up until largest depth offered.
To change the depth of an oval dining table (either larger or smaller than the standard
depths offered) add 15% to the closest standard depth. If the size you require falls
exactly between two standard sizes, add 10% to the larger size.
Changing depth beyond largest depth offered.
Up to 6" above largest standard depth add 20%
Between 7" to 12" above largest standard depth add 25%
Between 13" to 18" above largest standard depth add 30%
Between 19" to 24" above largest standard depth add 35%
Changing length and depth on an oval dining table
Use the percentage from the "Changing length" chart, then add 10% for the depth
change.

Round Dining tables
Important considerations when customizing
Customizing round dining table can be quite
complicated. Pedestal tables are quite straight
forward, round tables with legs require more
attention. Smaller diameter tables such as 38" &
42" can only seat four people. The legs, most likely
are placed out near the edge of the table and the
chair is intended to slide between the legs. As the
diameters get larger, the size of the base may
actually get smaller. This allows more chairs to be
used without the legs being a hindrance. A sketch
of our round dining tables, showing the leg
placement is available from the factory.
Chair

Legs

Legs
Chair

Leg
Chair

Chair

Diameter

Circumference

36"
38"
42"
48"
54"
60"
66"
72"
84"
96"

113"
119"
132"
150"
169"
188"
207"
226"
263"
301"

Approximate
seating ( Table with
legs)
4
4
4
4
6
7
8
9
10
12

Approximate
seating ( Pedestal
table)
4
4
5
6
7
7
8
9
10
12

Changing the diameter on a round dining table

Changing diameter up until the largest size offered.
To change the diameter of a round dining table (either larger or smaller than the
standard sizes offered) add 20% to the closest standard size. If the size you require falls
exactly between two standard sizes, add 20% to the larger size.
Changing diameter beyond largest diameter offered.
Up to 12" above largest standard size add 25%
Between 13" to 24" above largest standard length add 35%
Between 25" to 36" above largest standard length add 45%

Drop leaf Dining tables
Important considerations when customizing
As you increase the depth of a drop leaf dining table, it
may be necessary to increase the depth in the closed
position also. This will give the table the stability required
to support the table when in the open position.
The drop leaf tables without the stretchers and wings (
Such as the French drop leaf tables) will not support as
large of a leaf as those with. This is due to the strength of
the pullout supports.

Changing length on a dropleaf dining table
Changing length up until the largest length offered.
To change the length of a dropleaf dining table (either larger or smaller than the
standard lengths offered) add 20% to the closest standard length. If the size you require
falls exactly between two standard sizes, add 20% to the larger size.
Changing length beyond largest length offered.
Important note: We cannot exceed 110" in length using a solid plank top
Up to 12" above largest standard length add 20%
Between 13" to 24" above largest standard length add 30%
Between 25" to 36" above largest standard length add 40%
Changing depth on a dropleaf dining table
Changing depth up until largest depth offered.
To change the depth of an oval dining table (either larger or smaller than the standard
depths offered) add 20% to the closest standard depth. If the size you require falls
exactly between two standard sizes, add 20% to the larger size.
Changing depth beyond largest depth offered.
Up to 6" above largest standard depth add 20%
Between 7" to 12" above largest standard depth add 25%
Between 13" to 18" above largest standard depth add 30%
Between 19" to 24" above largest standard depth add 35%

Changing length and depth on a dropleaf dining table
Use the percentage from the "Changing length" chart, then add 10% for the depth
change.
Extensions
We offer three types of extensions. Self Storing, center and end extensions.
All of the dining tables in our line that are able to except extensions are already offered
with them.
Should you require a second center extension add 25% List to the single center
extension price.
Important note: The factory may determine that the table requires a center drop down
leg to support the two extensions. This will be added at our desecration.

COFFEE TABLES, END TABLES AND SOFA BACK TABLES

The following methods apply only up to the largest standard size listed for that item in
the price list. If the size you require is larger than the largest standard size, it must be
quoted by the factory.
Width/depth –
Rectangular or oval tables - length add 10% list
- Width add 10% list
- length and width add 15% list
Round tables -

to change the diameter add 15% list

Square tables -

length/width add 15%

Height -

To increase or decrease add 10% list

Top style -

To change top style between solid plank, mitered plank, and inlaid plank
add $165 list

Legs -

To change placement on a standard size add 10% list
To interchange legs styles add 5% list

Stretchers - To delete or change stretcher add 5% list
For an “X” stretcher on rectangular tables add 10% list

ARMOIRES
Basic options are listed in the front of the price list
Width -

Increase 1-4” add $850 list
Increase 5-10” add $1050 list
Decrease add $1050 list

Depth -

Increase up to 2” add $850 list
Increase 3-5” add $1150 list
Decrease add $850

Height -

Increase or decrease up to 5” add $1250 list

Changing door sizes/ moving fixed shelf between doorsTo move fixed shelf (on armoires with four doors) add $850 list
Note: If the top or bottom section sizes need to be changed, the side
panels will be changed to correspond with the doors.
Door panels, change from wood panels to beveled glass panelsTop doorsEnglish doors add $450 list
French doors add $650 list
Bottom doors- English doors add $250 list
French doors add $250 list
SIDESECTIONS/BOOKCASES
Width -

Increase 1-5” add $1100 list
Increase 6-12 add $1750 list
Decrease add $1100 list

Depth -

Increase 1-4” add $850 list
Increase 5-12” add $1150 list
Decrease add $850 list

Height-

Increase or decrease up to 5” add $1250 list

Door panels, change from wood panels to beveled glass panelsTop doorsEnglish doors add $450 list
French doors add $650 list
Bottom doors- English doors add $250 list
French doors add $250 list

SIDEBOARDS, BUFFETS, DRESSERS AND CONSOLES
Note: If additional drawers and/or doors are needed, please fax the factory for a custom
quote.
Width-

Open sideboards and consoles – To increase or decrease up to 84” add
$65 per inch (minimum charge $450 list)
Enclosed sideboards and dressers – To increase or decrease up to 84”
add $75 per inch (minimum charge $450 list)

Depth-

Increase 1-4” add $450 list
Increase 5-8” add $850 list
Decrease add $450 list

HUTCH TOPS
Width-

Open hutch tops- To increase or decrease up to 84” add $45 per inch
(minimum charge $450 list)
Enclosed hutch tops- To increase or decrease up to 84” add $55 per inch
(minimum charge $450 list)

Depth-

Increase 1-4” add $450 list
Decrease 1-4” add $350 list

Height-

Increase 1-6” add $450 list
Increase 7-12” add $650 list
Decrease add $450 list

